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Hands-On Kubernetes on Azure: Run your applications securely and at scale on the most widely adopted orchestration platformPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Efficiently deploy and manage Kubernetes clusters on a cloud

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy highly scalable applications with Kubernetes on Azure
	
			Leverage AKS to deploy, manage, and operations of Kubernetes
	
			Gain best practices from this guide to increase efficiency...
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Hands-on Kubernetes on Azure: Use Azure Kubernetes Service to automate management, scaling, and deployment of containerized applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Understand the fundamentals of Kubernetes deployment on Azure with a learn-by-doing approach

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of containers and Kubernetes
	
			Deploy containerized applications using the Kubernetes platform
	
			Learn how you can...
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Using Docker: Developing and Deploying Software with ContainersO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Docker containers offer simpler, faster, and more robust methods for developing, distributing, and running software than previously available. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn why containers are so important, what you’ll gain by adopting Docker, and how to make it part of your development...
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Pivotal Certified Professional Core Spring 5 Developer Exam: A Study Guide Using Spring Framework 5Apress, 2019

	
		Pass the Pivotal Certified Professional exam for Core Spring, based on the latest Spring Framework 5, using source code examples, study summaries, and mock exams. This book now includes WebFlux, reactive programming, and more found in Spring 5. You'll find a descriptive overview of certification-related Spring modules and a...
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Tomcat 6 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
While Tomcat is one of the most popular servlet containers, its inner workings still remain a mystery to many developers. If you only have a superficial familiarity of how this container actually functions, much of its power remains untapped and underutilized. This book will provide you with all that you need to undertand how to effectively use...
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Hands-On Microservices with Rust: Build, test, and deploy scalable and reactive microservices with Rust 2018Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide in developing and deploying high performance microservices with Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Start your microservices journey and get a broader perspective on microservices development using RUST 2018,
	
			Build, deploy, and test microservices using AWS
	...
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Learning VaadinPackt Publishing, 2011

	Having a command of the Vaadin framework means your Java web applications will look and perform brilliantly. Learn how with this all-inclusive, step-by-step tutorial to mastering Rich Internet Application development.


	Overview

	
		Discover the Vaadin framework in a progressive and structured...
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Beyond the C++ Standard Library: An Introduction to BoostAddison Wesley, 2005
Introducing  the Boost libraries: the next breakthrough in C++ programming

Boost takes you far beyond the C++ Standard Library, making C++  programming more elegant, robust, and productive. Now, for the first time, a  leading Boost expert...
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Dan Appleman's Developing Activex Components With Visual Basic 5.0: A Guide to the PerplexedZiff Davis, 1997
With the release of version 5, VB programmers can finally create ActiveX controls without resorting to C++. And when the manual can't help, turn to VB master Dan Appleman, who can. In this well-designed guide, you'll find a serious review of all the key technology-from beginning OLE fundamentals to the latest in ActiveX component, ActiveX control,...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for J2EE Technology Study GuidePrentice Hall, 2002
The only study guide written by the lead developers and assessors of the architect exam.

The first officially authorized study guide for the challenging Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition exams. Java platform experts Cade and Roberts provide expert guidance and background for designing effective...
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EJB 3 in ActionManning Publications, 2007
EJB 3 in Action tackles EJB 3 and the Java Persistence API head-on, providing practical code samples, real-life scenarios, best practices, design patterns, and performance tuning tips. This book builds on the contributions and strengths of seminal technologies like Spring, Hibernate, and TopLink.
 EJB 3 is the most important innovation...
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Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation: Controls, Standards and PracticesAcademic Press, 2014

	Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation provides a sound foundation for the improvement of the transportation sector responsible for the movement of food. While food safety agencies have been focused on producer, processor, retail, and restaurant food safety, the industry that moves the food has been largely overlooked....
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